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Many people contributed to the success of the Fourth National Quail Symposium. Nick Wiley, of the Florida Fish and Game Commission (now Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission) provided critical organizational help to put the conference together. Tommy Hines helped secure funding for printing the proceedings at the 11th hour.

Kaye Gainey and Katherine Ross organized registration materials, the book of abstracts, and numerous other details small and large that are essential to a successful conference.

Steve Lindeman helped organize audiovisual resources and numerous other logistical details.

Keith Moser did yeoman work organizing a fleet of rental vans that transported people between downtown Tallahassee and Tall Timbers.

I sincerely appreciate the way that all speakers and workshop leaders organized their high-quality presentations and workshops. Furthermore, I also appreciate the editorial and technical help provided by Bill Palmer, Wes Burger, and Teresa Pruden. They all made sure the papers in this volume were held to a high editorial standard.

I thank the administration and trustees of Tall Timbers Research Station for allowing me to use my time, and myriad institutional resources, to host Quail IV, and make it a success.
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